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Introduction
As the two fields have developed in the American scene the sociology of culture and
(sociological) social psychology have kept themselves at a rather safe-distance from one
another. This is in spite of the fact that in the grand classical exemplars that we teach in the
required graduate seminars—t.g. Lasx zn pauntalnsm and alntnatnzn, Wtbts zn “Tot Szpial
Nsypozlzgy zf tot Wzsld Otlngnzns”, Drskotnm zn stlngnzn and sntral—cultural phenomena
and their generative sources and consequences at level of micro-interaction, affect and
cognition are clearly not so easily separable. The main argument in what follows is that
the institutional and intellectual separation between the study of cultural phenomena and
the set of processes that social psychologists are usually concerned with is not healthy. I also
believe that it is in fact cultural sociology and not social psychology that has been most hurt
by this separation.
I dz nzt pzmt nntz tons dnsprssnzn fszm a “ntrtsal” standuznnt wotn nt pzmts tz tot vntws
on explanation. So it is time to lay (some of) my cards on the table. I subscribe to a view
of explanation toat ns btst stftsstd tz as “mtpoannsmnp” (tz bzsszw a uosast fszm Lasnz
Bunge (1997) and which attempts to disengage a concern with mechanisms from any
allegiance to a mechanistic ontology). This simply means that a given phenomenon cannot
be said to have been explained for until the relevant micro and meso processes as they are
arranged in a given (sometimes bounded) context into a generative interactive system
have been described and accounted for (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 2005; Machamer et al.
2000). A more concerted focus on generative mechanisms can help cultural sociologists in
two tasks that are in my view crucial if we are to come up with effective explanations of
cultural phenomena: localization and decomposition (Bechtel and Richardson 1993).
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First, mechanisms can help us in localizing cultural phenomena. This has been a
perennial problem (and source of criticism) of cultural theories, which tend to refer to
“prltrst” as nf nt was nn Gasy Alan Fnnt’s (19799 733) mtmzsablt wzsds “an amzsuozrs,
indespsnbablt mnst wonpo swnsls aszrnd szpntty mtmbtss.” Twz dtpadts latts, Ann Swndlts
(1995) echoed the same sentiment, noting that culture continued to be treated as some sort
zf “mnst” toat tnvtlzus utsszns and pznttxts, ns bzto tvtsywotst and nzwotst brt which
also somehow manages (somehow) to get inside persons and influence their behavior.
Most cultural theorists understand the problems that beset this conceptualization of culture,
but solutions to it have been harder to come by (Ghaziani 2009).
Second, a focus on mechanisms can help us in decomposing cultural phenomena. The
notion (and desirability) of decomposition is a bit more controversial and harder to defend,
simply because the idea of decomposition is likely to be mistaken for the notion of reduction.
But decomposition is not reduction; in fact decomposition is fairly compatible with a view of
macro-phenomena as emergent and not reducible to the operation of lower level
components. Decomposition is a very well-established (and pragmatically justifiable)
heuristic strategy in many scientific fields concerned with the characterization of complex,
multi-level phenomena (Bechtel and Richardson 1993), including (some versions of)
cultural analysis. This is important, because unwieldy, ontologically unmoored,
macro-abstractions are prone to run rampant in cultural analysis (Sperber 1996). Precisely
because culture tends to be usually mistaken for (or enthusiastically portrayed as) a
delocalized, immaterial abstraction, I think that following the heuristic strategies of
localization and decomposition with a strong focus on the effective characterization of
macro-phenomena can do a lot to strengthen cultural analysis.
In short, cultural sociologists live in a world of richly characterized (mapsz) “uotnzmtna”
but are murky when it comes to generative processes and mechanisms. Social psychologists
on the other hand, live in a realm of richly specified mechanisms and processes, but the
macro-phenomena that these processes and mechanisms generate tend to be
conceptualized in generic ways. An alliance between cultural sociology and social
psychology allong these lines thus seems natural. In what follows I specify what cultural
sociology can get from this alliance. I do this be delineating a set of cultural phenomena that
I think could be better handled if we paid more attention to social psychological mechanisms
that generate them.

Culture and Social Psychology
Symbolic boundaries
Where do symbolic boundaries come from? Cultural sociologists (see (Lamont and
Molnár 2002) for a review) have spent a lot of time describing the contours and
consequences of the existence of cultural boundaries among persons, objects, spaces, and
intellectual and cultural products. Yet, the question of how these boundaries originate and
the issue of how they are maintained and reproduced over time has been a bit harder to
answer. I submit that a set of simple mechanisms taken from status-construction theory
(Ridgeway 2000) can be used to shed light on these issues. For the most part, cultural
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sociologists are interested in those types of boundaries that carry with it some sort of
hierarchical import. Status construction theory is concerned with delineating the conditions
under which a certain set of status beliefs regarding the superiority of members of some
(initially neutrally construed) category, (and correlatively, status beliefs regarding the
relative inferiority of members of other categories) will first develop and then spread in a
social system acquiring a measure of taken-for-grantedness and cultural authority
(Ridgeway and Balkwell 1997; Ridgeway and Erickson 2000).
Status construction theory suggests that a simple set of initial conditions in which
members of a group are exposed to some sort of experiential correlation between an
initially neutral categorical distinction among persons and the inequitable distribution of
some object or resource, can result in the emergence of a status-belief that comes to serve
the role of legitimizing and normalizing that state of affairs (Mark et al. 2009). After status
beliefs come to be diffused throughout the social system, they come to acquire a
self-fulfilling reality of their own, as persons come to treat members of the different group
categories in accordance with the initial associative link between category membership and
resource distribution that generated the status-belief in the first place. Status beliefs may
include presumptions about the superior general competence and ability of members of a
given group, as they become generalized outside of the initial context in which they
developed.

Eurocentrism
While only applied to issues of the generation of beliefs in the superiority (or inferiority)
of members of different gender, sexual or ethnic categories, it is clear that this mechanism
has general applicability to a whole set of cultural phenomena. Take for instance the issues
zf “zsntntalnsm” nn uastnprlas and “pzlznnalnsm” as gtntsalnytd prltrsal ndtzlzgnts (Fanzn
1983; Said 1995). While both of these issues have been subject to painstaking analysis by
scholars in cultural studies, the humanities and area studies, it is easy to see that they cannot
be disconnected from the singular historical event of the take-off of a particularly dynamic
system of economic accumulation and expansion of markets in the West (Rosenberg and
Birdzell 1986). The key point to keep in mind is that European capitalism could have been
aided in its takeoff by factors completely orthogonal to the specificities of Western culture,
as has been srggtsttd nn stptnt onstzsnpal stpznsndtsatnzns zf tot “Onst zf tot Wtst” qrtstnzn
(Pomeranz 2000)). However, once the historical correlation between wealth accumulation
and Western culture become bundled in a set of consistent and recurrent experiential
linkages, the stage is set for the formation and diffusion of self-validating “statrs-btlntfs” that
associate Europe and Europeans with greater generalized competence and capacities
outside of the specific realm of wealth accumulation.

Cultural hierarchy
In the very same way, boundaries between disciplines, occupations or other cultural
domains that are not initially ranked in a hierarchical system can acquire such a cast, simply
by the fortuitous association between those cultural domains and some widely recognized
resource. This is of course, a commonplace observation in cultural sociology, although the
generative processes that account for it have been harder to delineate. For instance,
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onstzsnpal ststaspo sozws toat tot bzrndasy bttwttn “ongo” and “lzw” pulture in the West
does not emerge until very late—by most accounts, not until the last two thirds of the
nineteenth century—and only when the wealthy bourgeoisie comes to associate specific
cultural pursuits that until that point did not have class-segregated audiences with the
specific refinements and trappings of wealth (Levine 1984; DiMaggio 1991). Thus, high
prltrst btpzmts ontsasponpally dnfftstntnattd fszm “lzw” prltrst znly aftts nt btpzmts
experientially linked to concrete markers of wealth and privilege. Status beliefs regarding
the superior, generalized abilities of those who become experts in appropriating and
monopolizing those cultural experiences then readily develop, as would be predicted by the
status construction account.

Dissolution of symbolic boundaries
Attention to social-psychological processes and mechanisms can even help us better
understand processes of cultural change. For instance, while cultural studies are good at
describing large-scale static patterns of hierarchical boundaries (such as Eurocentrism) they
are less effective in helping us understand how and why they change. But if the
status-construction account of the generation of consensual status-boundaries is correct, we
should expect that these systems should weaken whenever the experiential conditions for
their plausibility erode (Ridgeway and Correll 2006). Thus, one way to explain the
emergence of various ideological systems that question the tenets of Euro-American
superiority (such as the various skepticisms that go by tot namt zf “uzstmzdtsnnsm”) ns tz
point to the shifting reality of status and wealth in the world-system (Bergesen 2000). As
non-Western regions of Global Ecumene are able to find their own path toward
developing dynamic centers of wealth-accumulation, the experiential linkage between
European descent and generalized status beliefs weakens and the space for alternative
(oppositional) construals of the connection between categorical identity in the world system
opens up.

Attachment to nested groups
The behavioral and social consequences of personal attachment to large-scale
collectivities has been an enduring interest of cultural sociologists. From the origins and
pznstqrtnpts zf “natnznalnsm” (Andtsszn 1991) (and tot mzst stptnt tzunpal nnttstst nn nn
“stlngnzrs natnznalnsm” (Fsntdland 2002)) tz tot stptnt sustad zf pzsmzuzlntannsm as btlntf
system and ideology (Beck and Sznaider 2006). Like many other topics of interest in
cultural sociology, the characterization of these phenomena suffer from problems of
localization and decomposition (more specifically, lack thereof). In many applications,
appeal to their existence once again comes close to the postulation of culture as an
ever-uststnt “mnst” toat srffrsts ptstann szpnal pznttxts and sustads apszss tot global
system but which cannot readily be pinned down.
I suggest that nested group attachment theory (Lawler 1992) can help in the
explanation and characterization of these phenomena. According to nested group
attachment theory, persons are more likely to develop strong affective attachment to
wide-ranging, superordinate groups or identities (e.g. the nation, the world) only when they
have the simultaneous opportunity to develop attachments to smaller micro-collectivities
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toat ast tmbtddtd (zs “ntsttd”) nn these larger groups. Thus, attachment to large-scale
identities requires the support of attachment to more concrete micro-collectivities operative
at the level of face-to-face interaction. This elementary social-psychological mechanism
illuminates how srpo “mnsty” prltrsal fzspts as “natnznalnsm” zs wzsld-cultural
“pzsmzuzlntannsm” zutsatt nn pznpsttt szpnal stttnngs. Mtsttd gszru attapomtnt totzsy alsz
suggests a clear rule of thumb for the cultural sociologist interested in these types of
phenomena: no postulatnon of “dnrept” nndnvndual attapoment to broad ndentntnes wntoout
nntermednary attapoments to smaller groups or organnzatnons “nested” wntonn toem.

Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism
Nationalism is unlikely to become a potent social force simply by virtue of individuals
“nmagnnatnvtly” lnnknng tz bszad pzmmrnntnts toat tsansptnd fapt-to-face interaction (even
nn tot uststnpt zf usnnt zs tltptsznnp mtdna toat fapnlntatt tot “nmagnntd-pzmmrnnty”
(Anderson 1991) formation process) or simply due to the top-down efforts of centralized
elites to create nationalist cultural mythologies. Instead, nationalism—wottots “stlngnzrs”, zs
authoritarian—ns mzst lnktly tz gsab a ozld zf a gnvtn uzurlatnzn wotn nt pan “unggy-bapk”
on already operative affective attachments to an existing network of small groups, such as
vzlrntasy asszpnatnzns (Onlty 2005). “Otlngnzrs natnznalnsm” zutsatts nn a snmnlas way9 by
making use of already existing networks of religious organizations that already generate
group attachment at the micro-level, in order to produce more abstract patterns of
attachment to national and transnational imagined communities of faith (Riesebrodt and
Reneau 1998). Attention to an elementary social-psychological process thus sheds light on
tot prltrsal “dask sndt” zf tot tsadntnznal Tzpqrtvtllnan pznptsn wnto asszpnatnznal and pnvnp
life.
In tot vtsy samt way, pzsmzuzlntan “wzsld prltrst” ns nzt jrst an ndtzlzgnpal mnst slzwly
spreading itself throughout global society (Meyer et al. 1997; Lechner and Boli 2005)
ltavnng “pzsmzuzlntannsm” nn nts wakt. Insttad, attapomtnt tz “ormannty” and tot “wzsld” zn
the part of individuals only becomes behaviorally consequential when it supports itself on
existing attachments to networks of international non-governmental organizations (Boli and
Thomas 1997). Nested-group attachment theory suggests that INGOs, are not only the
cognitive carriers of world cultural models, but also the affective support of newly emerging
sensibilities and patterns of identification with transnational communities and forms of
identity.

Concluding remarks
In very real respect, the strategies of localization and decomposition that I have outlined
here are certainly not new. It was the deployment of these heuristics that allowed such
pioneers in the study of small group dynamics as Bales, Slater and Zelditch, to concretize
and bettts poasapttsnyt tot uzndtszrs frnptnznalnst abstsaptnzns stgasdnng “gzal
attannmtnt,” “nnttgsatnzn,” “uzwts and uststngt” nntz a stt zf gtntsatnvt uszptssts toat wtst
conceived as yielding these macro-phenomena from concrete interaction processes in small
groups. In the study of culture consumption localization and decomposition is the strategy
toat Fnnt (1977) stpzmmtndtd tz btttts gtt a gsasu zf tot “btoavnzsal nmulnpatnzns” zf tot
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reception of the commercial arts in local contexts. As also noted by DiMaggio (1987) the big,
uzndtszrs abstsaptnzns zf “mass prltrst totzsy” pan bt mzst uszfntably st-characterized by
paying attention to how culture is used in interaction and conversation face-to-face settings.
Where I believe that the current generation of cultural sociologists can do better is in
moving to integrate cultural theory with the specific processes and mechanisms that are
constantly being proposed, refined and updated in social-psychological research. I outlined
how two of these research programs, status-construction theory and nested-group
attachment theory fit naturally in helping illuminate the conditions in which large-scale
cultural abstractions—large scale systems of symbolic boundaries, cosmopolitanism,
nationalism—are best seen as operating and being effective. I could have given many other
examples. Cultural analyses of money and the economy for instance, can benefit from
mining the vibrant literature on affective consequences of exchange (Lawler 2001),
cultural analyses of gender and ethnicity can profit from considering the micro-processes
the produce categorical distinctions among persons as interactive and affective realities
(Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin 1999). The moral is the same: cultural theory becomes better
explanatory theory when cultural phenomena are localized and decomposed into the likely
social-psychological processes that generate them.
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